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TECHNICAL  NOTE 
EMBEDDING REVIS ION PROGRAMS IN  LOGIC  
PROGRAMMING S ITUAT ION CALCULUS 
CHITTA BARAL 
E> Revision programs were introduced by Marek and Truszczynski to spec- 
ify a change in knowledge bases. In this paper, we show how to embed 
revision programs in logic programs with situation calculus notation. We 
extend Marek and Truszczynski's approach to allow an incomplete ini- 
tim knowledge base, and extend the rules of revision programs to depend 
both on the initial and the final knowledge base. We show how revision 
programs and its proposed extension can be incorporated in theories of ac- 
tions, and how our usage of situation calculus notation makes this easier and 
elegant. @ Elsevier Science Inc., 1997 <3 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Revision programs were introduced by Marek and Truszczynski [20, 21, 22] to spec- 
ify revision/change in knowledge bases (databases) and belief sets. Unlike earlier 
approaches in belief revision where "updates" were represented by classical theo- 
ries, revision programs are a collection of rules, similar to rules in logic programs, 
and have a nonclassical semantics of "*-." 
Although revision programs may be considered to specify various kinds of "up- 
dates" (such as update, revision, contraction, erasure, forget, etc. [11, 15, 16]), in 
this paper we consider it as representing an update in the sense of [16, 30]. In other 
words, we consider a revision program to specify the effect (possibly complex 1) of an 
action. 
In [20], Marek and Truszczynski show that logic programs (under the stable 
semantics) can be embedded in revision programs. In [26, 27], it is shown that logic 
1While a noncomplex effect of an action relates actions and fluents, a complex effect of action 
also incorporates a relationship between the fluents. 
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programming with stable model semantics is more expressive than first-order logic. 
Hence, revision programs are more expressive than first-order logic in specifying an 
update. We further discuss the expressiveness issue in the conclusion. 
Marek and Truszezynski [20, 21, 22] also extensively study several other proper- 
ties of revision programs. They show [20] that several notions of logic programming, 
including one-step-provability operator, stable, and supported models, generalize to 
revision programming. They also find a game-theoretic characterization related to 
revision programming. 
Unfortunately, they do not provide a translation and/or implementation of re- 
vision programs in logic programming. In [20, p. 10], they say: 
"Theorem 3.1 states that logic programs can be reinterpreted as revision programs. The 
question whether there is a simple representation f revision programming in terms of 
logic programming remains open." 
A translation of revision programs to logic programming would allow us to use 
the available logic programming interpreters such as SLG [29] to compute updated 
theories when updates are given as revision programs. 
The main goal of this paper 2 is to fill this gap, and provide an embedding of 
revision programs in logic programming. Our embedding uses the situation calculus 
notation, and hence will allow us not only to reason about the updated knowledge 
base after one update, but will allow us to reason when given a sequence of updates. 
Moreover, our embedding fits into the recent flurry of formalizations of reasoning 
about actions in logic programming with situation calculus [3, 6, 7, 10, 13, 28]. Our 
embedding will allow easier assimilation of representing effect of actions by revision 
programs into these logic programming theories of actions. 
We would now like to introduce the term Logic Programming Situation Calculus 
to refer to the language of logic programming where the situation calculus notation 
is used. This will help us to distinguish it from the term "Logic Programming" that 
does not demand situation calculus notation, and the term "Situation Calculus" 
[19] that originally was rooted in first-order logic. Logic programming situation 
calculus has been extensively used in logic programming theories of actions [3, 6, 
7, 10, 13, 28], and we believe will be useful in other theories of change such as 
representing transactions [5]. 
We now further motivate revision programs through an example, and discuss its 
syntax and semantics as given by Marek and Truszczynski. 
2. REV IS ION PROGRAMS 
Example 2.1. Consider a knowledge base of employees in a firm. One of the de- 
partments D in that firm has three employees: John, Peter, and Carl. During an 
organizational shake-up, the managers (based on their observations of tile working 
habits and relations between their employees) in the firm decide to use the following 
update specification P with respect o the department D. 
2This paper expands on some of the key sections of our earlier conference paper [1] by adding 
proofs, by adding addit ional motivations, and by describing the role of this paper with respect 
to the big picture of the research in reasoning about actions. To our knowledge, [1] was the first 
paper that  answered the open question regarding whether revision programs can be represented 
using logic programs. 
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"John remaining in the department causes Peter to leave the department and 
Carl remaining in the department causes John to stay in the department." 
The managers want that minimal change (only to the extent dictated by P) 
be made to D because of the action "shake up," i.e., they do not want to make 
unnecessary changes. 
Let us first analyze the statements in P. The intended meaning of the first 
statement is different from the statement "either John leaves the department or 
Peter leaves the department." The first statement in P can explicitly dictate the 
removal of Peter, but cannot dictate the explicit removal of John. 
If the update specification is specified in propositional theory or in first-order 
logic in a straightforward manner, they would be equivalent. 
The causality in the statement "John remaining in the department causes Peter 
to leave the department" is treated ifferently from the first-order implication "John 
remains in the department D implies Peter does not remain in the department D." 
Our intent is to give a higher priority to "John than to Peter." Nonclassical treat- 
ment of implication also happens in several other places, such as logic programs, 
conditionals, counterfactuals, etc. For a more detailed discussion on causality and 
its role in reasoning about actions, we refer the reader to [2, 17, 23]. 
Marek and Truszczynski [20] introduce the notion of revision programs to be able 
to represent such specifications. 
2.1. Syntax and Semantics of Revision Programs 
We now describe the syntax and semantics of revision programs. 
Definition 2.1 [22]. An update rule can be of the following two forms: 
in(p) in(q1),..., in(qm), out(s,),..., out(s,d (1) 
out(p) in(ql),..., in(qm), out(sl),..., out(sn) (2) 
where p, qis, and sis are atoms. 
A collection of update rules is called a revision program. 
Let U be a denumerable s t. Its elements are referred to as atoms. A knowledge 
base is any subset of U. By ~U, we mean the set {~a :a E U}. Elements of U U -,U 
are called literals. 
A revision program uses a syntax similar to logic programs, except that it has 
two special operators, "in" and "out." For any atom a, the intuitive meaning in(a) 
is that the atom a is present in the updated knowledge base. Similarly, the meaning 
of out(a) is that the atom a is absent in the updated knowledge base. For any atom 
p in U, in(p) and out(p) are referred to as r-literals of U. 
Intuitively, the rules (1) and (2) mean that "having q l , . . . ,qm as true and 
S l , . . . ,  sn as fa lse in a state causes p to be true (respectively, false) in that state." 
The statement "John remaining in the department causes Peter to leave the 
department" is written as the update rule 
out(peter) +--- in(john). 
Definition 2.2 [22]. Let P be a revision program. By norm(P), we denote the 
definite program obtained from P by replacing each occurrence of in(a) by 
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holds(a, so) and each occurrence of out(b) by h.olds(b', so). The necessary change 
for P is the pair (I, O) where [ = {(~: hohls(a, so) E least model of norm(P)} 
and O = {b: holds(b', so) c least model of norm(P)}. P with necessary change 
(I, O) is said to be coherent if I n O = f). 
Definition 2.3 [22]. Let P be a revision program and Dz and Dn be two knowledge 
bases. 
PD. is the revision program obtained fl'om P by eliminating from P every 
rule of the type 1 or 2 such that qi ~ Dn or sj ~ DR. 
PD,, I DI is the revision program obtained from PD~ by eliminating from the 
body of each rule in Pl),, in(a) if a E Dz and out(a) if a ¢ DI. 
If PP, I D1 with necessary change (I, O) is coherent and Dn = Dz u I \ O, 
then DR is called a P-justified revision of DI, and we write DI ~ DR. 
Intuitively, PD,~ is the set of rules obtained from P by removing all rules in 
P whose body is not satisfied by DR; and PD, ]DI is the set of rules obtained 
from PD, by removing all r-literals that satisfy DI from the bodies of rules in 
Pz),. Also, DR is a P-justified revision of D1 if the change between Dn and D1 
is dictated by P. 
2.2. Examples 
We now illustrate the semantics of revision programs through several examples. 
Example 2.2. Let De = {f, 9} and P1 be the revision program 
out(g) ~- in(f)} P l .  
Let DR be {f}. 
P1D, is the same as P~, and P1D,~ IDI -- {out(g)}, and hence is coherent with 
the necessary change (0, {9}) and DR = DI U 0 \ {g}- Hence, D1 ~ DR. 
Example 2.3. Let P2 
out(g) ~- in(f) 
out(f) ~- in(g) I 
It is easy to see that 
Example 2.4. Let Pa 
out(g) ~ in(f) 
out(f) 
It is easy to see that 
Example 2.5. Let P4 be 
in(f) ~-- in(f) ~ P4. 
in(g) ~- i~(9) J 
It is easy to see that a P4-justified revision of D1 is {f, g}. 
be 
P2- 
P2-justified revisions of Di are {f} and {9}. 
be 
P3. 
a Pa-justified revision of D I is {g}. 
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3. EMBEDDING REVIS ION PROGRAMS IN  EXTENDED 
LOGIC  PROGRAMS 
In this section, we translate revision programs to extended logic programs [8], and 
show that the answer sets of the translated program correspond to the P-revisions. 
The extended logic program 1-I(P,D~), where P is the revision program and 
De is the initial knowledge base, uses variables of three sorts: situation variables 
S, S~,.. . ,  f luent variables F ,F~, . . . ,  and action a variables A, X , . . . .  We follow 
the convention of variables tarting with capital letters and constants tarting with 
small letters. 
The program VI(P, De) consists of the translations of the individual update rules 
and the initial knowledge base in P and certain other rules. We now present he 
translation I-I(P, DI) where s is the situation corresponding to the initial knowledge 
base D1, a corresponds to an action whose execution dictates the updating described 
by the revision program P, and res(a,s) is the situation corresponding to the 
knowledge base obtained by updating the initial knowledge base with the revision 
program P. 
Algorithm 3.1 [ Translating Revision Programs--with CWA about he initial database]. 
Step 1. Initial Database--ID 
If p is proposition in the initial database, then I I(P, DI ) contains 
(1.1) holds(p, ~) 
and the rule 
(1.2) ~holds(F, s) ~ not holds(F, s) 
which encodes the CWA about the initial database. We denote the set of rules 
obtained in Step 1 by ID meaning the initial database. 
Step 2. Inertia Rule--IR 
(2.1) holds(F, res(a, s) ) ~-- holds(F, s), not ab( F, a, s) 
(2.2) ~holds( F, res( a, s ) ) ~-- -~holds( F, s), not ab( F', a, s) 
These rules are motivated by the minimality consideration that only changes that 
happen to the initial knowledge base are the ones dictated by the revision program. 
Step 3. Translating the Update Rules--TR = P* + AB 
(a) Each update rule of the type (1) is translated to the rules 
(3.a.1) holds(p, res(a, s) ) +-- holds(q1, res(a, s ) ) , . . . ,  holds(qm, res(a, s) ), 
~holds( Sl , res( a, s ) ) , . . . ,  ~holds( s~, res( a, s ) ) 
(3.a.2) ab(p', a, s) ~-- holds(q1, res(a, s ) ) , . . . ,  holds(q .... res(a, s)), 
~holds( sl, res(a, s) ) . . . .  , ~holds( s,~, res(a, s) ) 
3The revision variables correspond to the action variables in s i tuat ion calculus and in the 
translat ion of the language .A to extended logic programs in [10]. 
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(b) Each update rule of the type (2) is translated to the rules 
(3.b. 1) ~holds(p, res(a, s)) ~-- holds(ql, res(a, s)) , . . . ,  holds(qm, res(a, s)), 
~holds(sl, res(a, s)) , . . . ,  ~holds(sn, res(a, s)) 
(3.b.2) ab(p, a, s) ~- holds(q1, res(a, s)) , . . . ,  holds(qm, res(a, s)), 
~hoIds(sl, res(a, s)) , . . . ,  ~holds(sn, res(a, s)) 
The rules (3. a. 2) and (3. b. 2) block the inertia rules and avoid inconsistency. 
The set of rules obtained from (3.a.2) and (3.b.2) is denoted by AB, and the 
set of rules obtained by (3.a.1) and (3.b.1) is denoted by P*. Note the sim- 
ilarity between P* and norm(P). The literal ~holds(p, s) in P* is replaced 
by holds(p', s) in norm(P). 
Example 3.1. 
consists of the following rules: 
holds(f, s) 
holds (g, s) 
~holds(g, res(a, s) ) ~-- holds(f, res(a, s) ) 
ab(g, a, s) ~-- holds(f, res(a, s) ) 
~holds(f , res(a, s) ) ~ holds(g, res(a, s) ) 
ab(f , a, s) ~- holds(g, res(a, s) ) 
1.2,2.1,2.2 
Consider D1 and P2 from Example 3. The translation YI(P2, Dr) 
[I (Pu, Di) 
We now state the theorem about the correctness of our translation H(P, DI). 
Theorem 3.1. Let P be a revision program corresponding to a revision operator a 
and D1 be an initial database. Let II(P, DI) be the translation to extended logic 
programs. 
(i) Dz p ~ DR implies that there exists a consistent answer set A of II(P, DI) 
such that 
(a) f E DR iff holds(f, res(a, s)) E d 
(b) f • DR iff ~holds(f, res(a, s)) e A. 
(ii) If A is a consistent answer set of FI(P, DI), then D1 P) DR, where Dn = 
{f: holds(f, res(a, s)) e A} 
The proof is given in the Appendix. 
Example 3.2. The answer sets of II(P2, DI) are 
{holds(f, s), holds(g, s), holds(f, res(a, s)), ~holds(g, res(a, s) )ab(g, a, s)} and 
{holds(f, s), holds(g, s), holds(g, res(a, s)),-~holds(f, res(a, s))ab(f, a, s)} 
4. RULE-BASED REVIS ION OF INCOMPLETE KNOWLEDGE BASES 
The approach in the last section and in [22] assumes that the initial knowledge base 
is complete, i.e., there is CWA about the initial knowledge base. In this section, we 
define P-justified revision of possibly incomplete knowledge bases with respect o 
revision specifications. We denote an incomplete knowledge base by a pair of disjoint 
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sets (D +, D)-), where D/+ is the set of literals true in the knowledge base and D/  
is the set of literals false in the knowledge base. We say a complete knowledge 
base DI agrees with an incomplete knowledge base {D +, D~-) if D + C Dr and 
D I n D~ = O. 
Definition 4.1. Let (D/+, D/} be an incomplete initial knowledge base and P be a 
revision program. We say (D +, Di} ~ DR if there exists a complete database 
DI that agrees with (D/+, D}-} such that D1 ~ DR. 
Given a revision program P and an incomplete initial knowledge base (D +, D}-), 
we now present a translation to an extended logic program (denoted by IIi~ 
(P, (D +, D[}) that computes the updated knowledge bases. 
Algorithm 4.1 [ Translating Revision Specs--without CWA about he initial database]. 
Step 1 Initial Database--IDC = C + ID 
If p is in U, then YIin~(P, (D +, DT}) contains 
(1.0) holds(p, s) or ~holds(p, s). 
If p E D +, then IIinc(P, (D +, D[) )  contains 
(1.1) holds(p, s). 
If q E Di-, then IIin~(P, (D +, D[}) contains 
(1.2) -,holds(q, s). 
Step 2 and Step 3 are exactly as in Algorithm 3.1. 
Theorem 4.1. Let P be a revision program corresponding to a revision operator a 
and (D +, D-i) be an initial database (possibly incomplete). Let Ilinc(P, {D/+, DT} ) 
be the translation to extended logic programs. 
(i) (D+,D[} P-~ DR implies that there exists a consistent answer set A of 
[Ii~c(P, (D +, D I ) )  such that for an atom f 
(a) f e DR if]" holds(f, res(a, s)) E A 
(b) ~f  E DR iff -~holds(f, res(a, s)) E A. 
(ii) I rA  is a consistent answer set of YIinc(P,(D+,DI)), then {D+i,Di} P> 
DR, where DR = {f: holds(f, res ( a, s)) E A} U {~f: ~holds ( f , res ( a, s ) ) E 
A}. 
PROOF (Sketch). It is easy to see that YIinc(P, (D +, DT>) can be split [18] to two 
parts, the bottom part consisting of rules from IDC (i.e., Step 1) and the top part 
consisting of rules from the rest of the steps. 
It is easy to see that A0 is an answer set [9] of IDCiff  D1 = {f: holds(f, s) E A0 
agrees with (D +, D}-). The proof then directly follows from Theorem 3.1 and the 
splitting theorem [18]. [] 
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5. SPECIFY ING UPDATES THAT DEPEND ON THE PREVIOUS STATE 
The revision programs defined in the previous ections can only express the rela- 
tionship between the elements of the revised knowledge base. Although it uses the 
implicit assumption that there is minimal change to the initial database, it cannot 
explicitly state any relation between the initial knowledge bases and the revised 
knowledge base. For example, we cannot express the effect of an action which is 
described as "shooting at the turkey causes the turkey to be not alive and the gun 
to be unloaded if the gun was loaded," where we need to refer to the initial state 
and the updated state at the same time. 
Consider the straightforward attempt at representing the effect of "shoot" by 
the following revision program P.~hoot: 
out(alive) +- in(loaded) 
out(loaded) ~- in(loaded) 
If D1 = {alive, loaded}, then with respect o the action "shoot," we expect DR = 
{}. But it is easy to see that DI ~'""¢~ DR is not true. 
The reason the revision program Pshoot did not work is because while the in(loaded) 
in the body of the rules in P~hoot referred to the initial state, the out(loaded) in the 
head referred to the updated state. 
To distinguish between these two states, we introduce literals of the form was_in(q) 
and was_out(t), which intuitively mean that q was initially true and t was initially 
false, respectively. More formally, an extended update rule can be of the following 
two forms: 
i n (p )  ~-  in (q~)  . . . .  , i n (q , ,d ,  o~t (s~) ,  . . . , out (s , , ) ,  
was_in(t1),..., was_in(tk), was_out(u1),..., was_out(at) (la) 
out(p) ~-- in(q1),..., in(qm), out(s1),..., out(s,~), 
was_in(t1),..., was_in(tk), was_out(ul),..., was_out(ul) (2a) 
where p, qi s, s i s ,  t i s  , and ujs are atoms. 
The effect of the action "shoot" is intuitively represented by the extended revision 
program: 
out(alive) ~- was_in(loaded) 
out(loaded) ~-- was_in(loaded). 
Definition 5.1. Let P be an extended revision program and D1 and DR be two 
knowledge bases. 
pD~ is the revision program obtained from P by eliminating from P every 
rule of the type 1 or 2 such that ti ~ D1 or uj E DI, and eliminating all was_in 
pl); 
atoms from the resultant program. We then say D1 ~P DR iff D1 ---~ DR. 
As in tile last section, we translate the initial knowledge base and the extended 
revision program to an extended logic program so as to compute the revised knowl- 
edge bases. As in the previous ection, our translation uses situation calculus nota- 
tions. The translation of an initial knowledge base D1 and the revision program P 
denoted by Ilext(P, DI) consists of the following: 
Algorithm 5.1 [Translating Extended Revision Programs]. Our translation will be 
same as in AlgoT"ithm 3.1, except for the translation of the update rules. The 
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extended update rules are translated as follows: 
(a) Each extended update rule of the type (1) is translated to the rules 
(3.a.1 ') holds(p, res(a, s)) +-- holds(ql, res(a, s) ) . . . .  , holds(qm, res(a, s) ), 
~holds(sl,  res ( a, s ) ) . . . .  , ~holds (s,~, res(a, s)), 
ho lds (  t~,  s ),  . . . , ho Ids (  tk ,  s ),  ~holds(~l, s),..., ~holds (  ~ , ,  s )  
(3.a.2')  ab(p', a, s) ~- holds(qa, res(a, s)) . . . .  , holds(qm, res(a, s)), 
-mholds(Sl, res(a, s)) . . . .  , mholds(srt, res(a, s)), 
ho lds (  t~,  s ) ,  . . . , ho ld~(  tk ,  s ) ,  ~ho lds ( ,a l ,  s ) ,  . . . , ~ho lds (~,~,  s ) .  
(b) Each extended update rule of the type (2) is translated to the rules 
(3.b.1 ')~holds(p, res(a, s) ) +- holds(q1, res(a, s ) ) , . . . ,  h.olds(q,~, res(a, s) ), 
-'holds(Sl, res(a, s ) ) , . . . ,  ~holds(sn, res(a, s)), 
holds ( t l , s ) , . . . ,  holds ( t k , s), ~holds (u l , s ) , . . . , ~holds (ut , s) 
( 3.b.2')ab(p, a, s) +- holds(q1, res(a, s ) ) , . . .  , holds(qm, res(a, s)), 
-~holds(Sl, res(a, s ) ) , . . . ,  ~holds(s,~, res(a, s)), 
holds ( t a , s ) , . . . ,  holds ( t k, s ), ~holds (u l , s ) , . . . , ~holds (ut , s ). 
By [Iext(P), we only denote the translation of the extended update rules in P. 
Theorem 5.1. Let P be an extended revision program corresponding to a revision 
operator r and DI be an initial database (possibly incomplete). Let l-[ext(P, DI) 
be the translation to extended logic programs. 
(i) D1 P) DR implies that there exists a consistent answer set A of l~ex t
(P, DI)  such that for an atom f 
(a) f ~ DR iff holds(f,  res(a, s)) c A. 
(b) ~f  c DR if[ ~holds(f ,  res(a, s)) E A. 
(ii) I f  A is a consistent answer set of [I~xt(P, Di )  , then, D1 ~ DR, where 
DR = {f: holds(f, res(a, s)) C A} V {~J': ~h.olds(f, res(a, s)) ~ A}. 
PROOF. Using Lemma 8.1, it is easy to see that A is an answer set of [ I (P  DI , DI) 
iff A is an answer set of II~xt(P, DI).  The rest follows from Definition 1 and Theo- 
rem 3.1. [] 
6. RELAT ION WITH LOGIC  PROGRAMMING THEORIES  OF ACT IONS 
Recently; many theories of actions have been developed [3, 6, 7, 10, 13, 28] together 
with either translations to logic programs or implementations using logic programs 
[24]. A large number of these works are based on the specification language A pro- 
posed by Gelfond and Lifschitz [10]. Gelfond and Lifschitz also provide a sound 
translation of A to extended logic programs. Since [10], A was extended to incor- 
I)orate concurrent actions [3], actual situations [4], constraints, etc., and sound and 
often complete translations of these theories to logic programming formalisms (dis- 
junctive, abductive, equational, etc.) [6, 7, 13, 28] were given. Since translation to 
logic programs was an important part of these works, we term" to them as "Logic 
Programming theories of actions." 
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Almost  all of these translat ions used the s i tuat ion calculus notat ion. Hence, our 
t rans lat ion of revision programs to logic programming s ituat ion calculus suggests 
easier integrat ion of revision programs into these theories of actions. We now give 
a simple i l lustrat ion of this. 
Consider an e-proposit ion from language .4 of the form 
a causes f if Pl,...,PT~. 
If that  is the only e-proposit ion with A as the action, the effect of the act ion A can 
be represented by the following extended revision program (when we assume that  
f ,  P l , . .  •, P~ are posit ive atoms): 
in(f) ~- was_in(p1),..., was_in(pn). 
In general, the (condit ional) effects of an action a can be represented by an extended 
revision program Pa. Moreover, certain constraints about  the domain can also be 
represented by an extended revision program C. The effect of the act ion a on a 
knowledge base Dr taking into account the constraints can then be computed from 
the program H(Pa U C, DI). The above suggests an extension of .4 where constraints 
are represented as revision programs. (For an extension of .4 where constraints are 
given as a f irst-order theory, see [14].) 
But  there is another concern that  needs to be addressed. How do we reason with 
several actions? We now elaborate on this. 
Suppose our domain has several actions a l , . . . ,  an with their effects (possibly 
complex) represented by revision programs Pa l , . - . ,  Pa,,. Let So be the init ial  state. 
For simplicity, let us assume that  we have complete information about  so. Now, the 
question is, How do we reason about  the effect of a sequence of actions? 
A simple approach would be to follow Algor i thm 3.1 and use Step 1 (ID) w.r.t. 
so, have IR, and use Step 3 w.r.t, each of the revision programs P~I,...,P~,,. 
One problem is that if for some action ai, P~ is defined such that it leads to 
inconsistency, then we cannot even reason about other actions. 
Without  dwelling on the arguments about  whether this is desirable or not, we 
describe a method of avoiding it. We introduce a new predicate p_holds (which in- 
tu i t ively means "possibly holds") and replace all occurrences of holds(F, res(a, s)) 
and ~holds( F, res( a, s ) ) by p_holds(F, res( a, S) ) and p_holds( g', res(a, S)),  respec- 
tively, in the rules obtained using Steps 2 and 3 of A lgor i thm 3.1. We then add the 
following three rules: 
undefined(A, S) ~-- ab( F, A, S), ab( f ' ,  A, S) 
holds(F, res( A, S) ) ~-- p_holds(F, res( A, S) ), not undefined(A, S) 
-~holds( F, res( A, S) ) *--- p_holds( F', res( A, S) ), not undefined(A, S). 
I t  is easy to see that  Theorem 3.1 stil l holds about  this modif ied translat ion.  But  
at the same time, we avoid having inconsistent answer sets. Now, to reason about  
the effect and executabi l i ty of a sequence of actions, we only need to replace the 
constants a and s by the variables A and S in the original program. A l though the 
above technique is adequate when for actions ai the program obtained by t rans lat ing 
P~ (using A lgor i thm 3.1) is inconsistent, it is not adequate when the program does 
not have an answer set. To avoid such cases, we need to syntact ical ly  l imit Pa~s 
such that  its t rans lat ion always has an answer set. The strat i f icat ion and local 
strat i f icat ion condit ions can be used for this purpose. 
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7. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we showed how to embed Marek and Truszczynski's revision programs 
in logic programming situation calculus. We then considered knowledge bases that 
may be incomplete, and presented a translation for computing revision for such a 
case. We also extended the language of revision programs to allow rules explicitly 
relating the initial and the updated knowledge base. Finally, we discussed how our 
work impacts the current research in logic programming theories of actions. 
Let us briefly backtrack to our discussion on the expressibility of revision pro- 
grams, and discuss the possibility that updates and first-order theories can be com- 
bined together to express more than can be done through first-order theories only. 
The approach taken in revision programs can be considered as an approach to 
compute DI o P where D1 is the initial knowledge base, P is a revision program 
that expresses the theory with which we would like to update DI, and o is a simple 
update operator based on symmetric difference. Now, suppose DI is a set of parents, 
and we would like P to express information about ancestors uch that the updated 
knowledge base also has all the ancestor pairs. P can be described by the following 
schema: 
in(anc(X, Y)) ~- in(par(X, Z)) 
in( anc(X, Y) ) (-- in(par(X, Z)), in( anc( Z, Y) ) 
It is well known that we cannot express transitive closure by first-order theory. 
To overcome this, a different approach (from using revision programs) is taken in 
[12]. They consider P to be a first-order theory, but change the update operator o. 
An apparent drawback to this alternative approach is that different update operators 
will be needed for different purposes. The revision programming approach, on the 
other hand, stays with the same simple update operator, but uses a more expressive 
language to express P. 
We would now like to make a bold conclusion regarding the elegance and ex- 
pressibility of Logic Programming Situation Calculus. Logic programming situation 
calculus combines the elegance of situation calculus with the declarativeness and 
expressibility of logic programming. We believe languages such as revision programs 
and transaction logic programs [5] that deal with change in knowledge bases should 
be considered only as specification languages (i.e., not considered as a completely 
new language) and a translation of them to Logic Programming Situation Calculus 
should be given. Such an approach will allow lifting of results in logic programming 
theory to those formalisms, will obviate development of specific implementation 
of these languages (as available logic programming implementations can then be 
used), and will make it easier to integrate with the recent work on logic program- 
ruing theories of actions. Our embedding of revision programs in logic programming 
situation calculus contributes towards this goal. (For these reasons and since we are 
really "updating" rather than "revising," we will prefer the term "update specifica- 
tion" to the term "revision program" in the sequel.) Embedding transaction logic 
programs in logic programming is still open, and will be one of our next goals. 
APPENDIX  
PROOF OF THEOREM 3.1 
To prove Theorem 3.1, we need the following lemma. The proof of the lemma is 
straightforward. 
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Lemma 8.1. Let P be an extended logic p'lvgram without not. Let r be a rule from 
P given as 
lo ~ 11 . . . .  , lm, l~+1,. • •, l,~. 
(i) Let A be a set of literals such that there exist l~ in the body of rule r such 
that l,i ~ A. Then, A is a minimal set of literals that satisJy P iff A is a 
minimal set of literals that satis]i] P \ {r}. 
(ii) I f  {lm+l +--, . . . , l~ ~} C_ P \ {r}, then A is a minimal set of Iiterals that 
satisfy P iff A is a minzmal set of literal.s that satisfy PO {10 +-- l~,. . . ,  lm}\  
{r}. 
PROOF (of Theorem 3.1) 4. 
(ii) Let A be a consistent answer set of H(P, DI).  From the construction of 
II(P, DI),  it is obvious that DI = {f: holds(f, s )E  A}. Let us denote D~, 
DR, D ~ I, and O bv the following sets: 
D~ = {f: -~holds(.f, s) ~ A} D,~ = {f: holds(f, res(a, s)) • A} 
D~ = {f: -~hoIds(f, res(a, s)) c A} I = {f: ab(f ' ,  a, s) ~ A} 
O = {f: ab( f ,a ,s )  e A} 
Now, we show that Dx P~ Dt~. 
A is an answer set of I I(P, DI) 
A is the minimal set of literals that satisfies (II(P, DI))  A. 
A is the minimal set of literals that satisfies ID A tO fR  A [.O P* U AB (*1) 
Let us analyze each of these sets one by one. 
ID A = {holds( f ,s)  ~:  f ~ DI} U {~holds( f ,s )  +--: f ¢ O1}. Since we can split 
[18] the program (II(P, Dr)) A into two parts, one consisting of ID A and the other 
consisting of the rest, using the splitting theorem, we obtain that D1 and D} 
partition U. 
Hence, ID A = {holds(f,  s) +---: f ~ DI} U {~holds(f ,  s) ~---: f E D'I}. 
IR A = {holds(f,  res(a, s) ~- holds(f, S): f ~ O} 
U{-~holds(f, res(a, s) ~ ~holds( f  , S): f ¢ I} 
Let IRA ,  denote the set of rules obtained by partially evaluating IRA w.r.t. Di, i.e., 
IRA .  = {holds(f,  res(a, s) ~:  f ¢ 0 and f ~ DI} 
U {~holds(f ,  res(a, s) ~:  f ~t I and f e D}} 
Using Lemma 8.1 (by part (i) we eliminate the rules whose body is not satisfied by 
A, and then by part (ii) we eliminate the body of the remaining rules), we have that 
(*l) ~ A is themin imalseto f l i te ra l s thatsat i s f ies IDAu IRA . U P*U AB.  (*2) 
4The proof given here is influenced by the proof in [25]. In that  paper, Przymusinsk i  and 
Turner  independent ly give another (slightly different) way to embed revision programs. Note that  
our t ranslat ion appeared a}most a year earlier in [1]. One of the main differences between theirs 
and our approach is that  we use the situation calculus notat ion which makes integration with logic 
programming theories of action easier. We also extend revision programs. Our original proof (less 
elegant han  the current one) can be accessed via h t tp : / / cs .u tep .edu/ch i t ta /ch i t ta .h tml .  
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Let us consider P* and AB. Let P*D, [DI denote the set of rules obtained 
from P* by: (a) first removing rules whose body contains holds(q, res(a, s)) when 
q ¢ DR, or -~holds(t, res(a,s)) when t {g D~, and then (b) removing literals of 
the form holds(q, res(a, s)) and -~holds(t, res(a, s)) from the body of the remaining 
rules when q c D1 and t E D}, respectively. 
ABD,, I Di is constructed exactly the same way as P*D,~ I DI  • 
It is easy to see that if holds(q, res(a, s)) belongs to the body of some rule in 
P*D, I D1, then q E DR \ DI. Similarly, if -~holds(t, res(a, s)) belongs to the body 
of some rule in P*D,~ I DI, then t C D~ \ D~. 
Using Lemma 8.1, we have that (*2) => A is the minimal set of literals that 
satisfies ID A to IR A * U P*D,~IDr to ABD~,IDI. 
(*3) Since the language of ID A and IRA* are nonintersecting and are different 
from the literals appearing in the body of P*D,~[DI U ABD,,IDr, 
(*3) => A = IDAu IR a * U the minimal set of literals that satisfies P*D,~IDI U 
ABDI, IDI. 
(*4) Let IO be the minimal set of literals that satisfies P*D, IDI to ABD,, IDI. It 
is easy to see that holds(f, res(a, s) ) E IO iff ab(f ,a, s) c IO, and similarly, 
~holds(f, res(a, s)) C IO iff ab(f', a, s) ~ IO. Notice that P*D, JDI to 
ABD~IDI can be split to P*D, IDI and ABD, JDI, and hence IOh, the 
set of literals made up of the predicate holds in IO, is the minimal set of 
literals that satisfies P*D~ ]DI, 
Also, notice that (P*t),~ JDI)+, the program obtained by transforming (P*Dit I 
DI)  by renaming (as in [8]), is the same as norrn(PD,, {DI). Since A is consistent, 
IO, a subset of A, must be consistent. Hence, using results from [8] 5, P is coherent 
with the necessary change (I, O). 
From (*4), DR = D1 \ O tO I,  and hence DI ~ DR. [] 
(i) (Sketch) 
Let A = {holds(f, res(r,s)) : f E DR} tO {~holds(f, res(r, s)) : f" ¢ DR}tO 
{holds(f, s): f c DI} tO {~holds(f,s): f ~ Dz} tO {ab(f,r,,s): f ~ O} U {ab(f',r,s): 
f~I}. 
We need to show that A is an answer set of YI(P, DI), i.e., we need to show that 
A is the smallest set of literals that satisfies (1-I(P, Dz)) A. This can be shown by 
exactly going backwards in the proof of part (ii). 
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